
CITY COMMISSION

CITY OF TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES, NEW MEXICO

Tuesday, December 9, 2008

REGULAR MEETING

Minutes

TIME & PLACE:     The Mayor and the City Commission of the City of Truth or
Consequences in the County of Sierra and State of New Mexico
met in Regular Session in full conformity with the law and
ordinances of said Commission in the Commission Chambers of

said City, on Tuesday, December 9, 2008 at 6: 00 P. M.

PRESIDING The meeting was called to order by Mayor Montgomery who
OFFICER:       presided and Mary B. Penner, City Clerk acted as Secretary of the

meeting.

ATTENDANCE:      Upon calling the roll the following Commissioners were reported
present:

Hon. Lori S. Montgomery, Mayor
Hon. Jerry Stagner, Mayor Pro- tem
Hon. Steve Green, Commissioner

Hon. Evelyn B. Renfro, Commissioner

Hon. Freddie Torres, Commissioner

Also present:

Jaime R. Aguilera, City Manager
Jay Rubin, City Attorney
Mary B. Penner, City Clerk

QUORUM:      There being a quorum present the Commission proceeded with the
business at hand.

CEREMONY:  Mayor Montgomery called for fifteen seconds of Silent Meditation.

Commissioner Torres called for the Pledge of Allegiance.

APPROVAL OF Mayor Montgomery called for approval of the Agenda.
AGENDA:

Commissioner Green moved approval of the Agenda as

submitted."

Seconded by Commissioners Torres/ Stagner.
Motion carried unanimously.

RESPONSE TO None.

PUBLIC

COMMENT:

COMMENTS Kim Audette came before the Commission to invite them to a New

FROM THE Year' s Eve Party December 31" at 8: 00 A. M.

PUBLIC:

Ms.  Audette began discussing the Motor Plex when she was
interrupted by City Attorney Rubin, and he stated since the matter
is in litigation the Commission should not allow comments and that

he would not want the presiding judge to learn that they were
allowing public comments on this issue.
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He also recommended that the Commission not comment on these
issues.

Ms. Audette stated that citizens should report crimes, and that it is
her duty to report another serious civil rights impropriety that
occurred recently when an Elephant Butte resident was appointed
to represent the City of T or C on a board.

City Manager Aguilera stated to clarify one issue, and stated this
issue has come up before, and he reported to the Commission about
appointments of non-City residents, and indicated the State has told
them that it is an allowable policy on the City' s part, and is not a
law that they cannot appoint members of the public that are not
citizens of the City of Truth or Consequences.

Ms. Gina Kelley Director of Tourism came before the Commission
to talk about the " Old Fashioned Christmas" this Friday night
which will begin at 6: 00 P. M., with the tree lighting at the Evelyn
Renfro Park.

She stated they will also have a mule team with Santa Clause in
which they will be at the Senior Recreation Center with

refreshments and carolers, and indicated downtown businesses will

remain open for extended shopping and offer treats.

Ms. Kelley stated they will have fire pits set up, and that the US
Forest Service donated a cord of wood and also scheduled is a High
Tea which will be at the Grand Parlor Cafe & Tea House, and this
will be on Sunday with a fashion show.  She also mentioned there

are two film crews here in T or C.

Ms. Ariel Dougherty came before the Commission and also spoke
on the appointment of Mr.  Barrett to the hospital board.    She

indicated they have representation from other jurisdictions,  and
stated that Mr. Barrett votes and resides out of the jurisdiction of

Truth or Consequences, and is itself a contradiction, and stated their

actions are egregious and contradictory.

She stated there are other boards in town that have non- resident

members, and referred to the Airport Board that have two members

that are not residents.

Ms. Dougherty stated there is discussion on going on the Airport
Board about a new building terminal an FBO building at the
Airport, and that it was brought about and questions about the

issues of landscaping, site installation, stuccoing of the building,
hard topping... the pavement, electrical, fencing... all of which are

additional expenses which are un- accounted for at this point, and

will they be asked to pay for those additional expenses.

At this time she provided the Commission with pictures of different

buildings they might consider rather than a Cavco building.

Mr. Charles Kuhne came before the Commission and stated he was

the spokesperson for the Senior Citizens, and that it was brought to

his attention about people driving around talking on their cell
phones, and wondered if there was an ordinance about using cell
phones and driving, and he thinks it is a danger to the public.

CONSENT Mayor Montgomery stated they have several items under the
CALENDAR:  Consent Calendar —  Minutes of the Regular City Commission

Meeting  —  November 25,  2008,  Minutes of the Special City
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Commission Meeting — December 2, 2008, Accounts Payable —
November 200,  Appt.   of Mr.  Jack Barrett to SVHGB,   &

Reimbursement Request November 2008 —LDWI Grant.

Commissioner Stagner moved approval of the Consent Calendar
as presented."

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.

City Attorney Rubin asked that City Manager Aguilera explain why
the appointment of Mr. Barrett is under the consent calendar.

City Manager Aguilera stated the City Commission held a special
meeting to interview the applicants for the position on the SVHGB
as the City' s representative.  And indicated the Commission voted

by paper ballot, and is only necessary to take formal action by
consent calendar and that it is appropriate.

Commissioner Green stated he would like to point out that Mr.

Barrett' s business is in Truth or Consequences.   And would also

like to thank Ms. Cathy Vickers and Frances Sanchez for stepping
up and willing to volunteer for this important position, and thinks
all the candidates did a great job on the interview, and stated it was

a tough decision and thanked them.

Commissioner Stagner stated he would like to thank Mr. Barrett for

taking on the position.

Mr. Jack Barrett came before the Commission and thanked the

Commission for their confidence and to assure them that his efforts

are to bring better health care to the community.  And indicated his

business is in Truth or Consequences, and also owns property in
Truth or Consequences.

He stated he does not want to begin his tenure with controversy,
and that he will do the best that he can and make good decisions.

Commissioner Torres stated he thought they should send the other
two applicants a letter to thank them for submitting their
applications in showing an interest.

Motion carried unanimously.

DRAFT Mayor Montgomery stated the following are draft minutes from
MINUTES:      various boards provided to the Commission for their information,

and are non-action items.

BOARD None.

COMMITTEE

REPORTS:

PUBLIC City Manager Aguilera stated this ordinance is for final adoption of
HEARINGS:    Ordinance #594 for the NMFA loan and has been published.

Mayor Montgomery opened the public hearing and asked if there
was anyone who would like to speak for the ordinance, and asked if

there was anyone who would like to speak against the ordinance.

Ms. Kim Audette came before the Commission and stated she is
neither for nor against the ordinance and stated... please be aware

they are asking for accountability and that they would be watching.
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No other comments were received and the public hearing was
closed.

FINAL Commissioner Renfro moved adoption of Ordinance # 594."

ADOPTION       —

ORDINANCE Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
594

Mayor pro- tem Stagner stated he would like to point out that this

ordinance generates a couple of million dollars for recreation and
expressed this does not raise taxes, and explained it takes the same

tax base that they have been paying for the last 11 years and
continues the same payment.

Commissioner Green stated he received a couple of calls and are

concerned on the timing because of the economy and our gross
receipts tax,  and asked City Manager Aguilera to explain the
cushion that they have built in for the protection of the citizens that
if gross receipts continues to go down they are still covered and not
interfere with any other appropriations of funds.

Mayor Montgomery stated to also explain the tax that they base
that loan on.

City Manager Aguilera stated they are re- financing one million
dollars that is currently at a higher interest rate, and this loan also
refinances the one million dollars at a lower interest rate.  And

indicated they are saving money by refinancing.

He stated the amount of that money that is set aside is one quarter
of one percent that can only be used for this purpose which is
public parks and public buildings.

City Manager Aguilera stated the amount of money the City has
accumulated in reserve by the time the loan is funded will be about
half of million dollars, so that money will be held and used as a
cushion... as Commissioner Green indicated.

Motion carried unanimously.

NAME CHANGE City Manager Aguilera stated the Civic Center is a term normally
FOR CIVIC used for a place where several civic buildings are located, and

CENTER: indicated the only public buildings here is the library and what is
really a convention center, and they may want to look at in the
future is look at the term civic center for the area around city hall as
they hope one day to happen will become the center of civic
activity.

He indicated they are in the process of putting up a new sign that
will face 4`" Street, and wanted to get their feeling on this issue and
would recommend they call the civic center the convention center,
and the auditorium would remain the Ralph Edwards Auditorium.

Commissioner Torres stated he would be against it as Mayor Darr

wanted it to be called the Civic Activity Center.

Commissioner Green stated he thinks that a convention center helps

brand and market our community, and sends a message to people

that they are in the convention business, and stated if a name
change would help them accomplish that goal he does not think that
would be a disrespectful move.

Commissioner Renfro stated it was for the community to enjoy.
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Mayor Montgomery stated she thinks there is a difference between
a civic center and a convention center, and if you went on the

website and that we had convention center capabilities and has to

agree and that it brings in a certain vision for example the

Albuquerque Convention Center.

Commissioner Renfro — what does the Ralph Edwards Auditorium

apply to.

City Manager Aguilera stated it applies to the interior of the main
building the auditorium.

Commissioner Renfro stated and to her that is the whole

thing... convention center... are they giving a misconception of
what there is because they do not have many break out areas.  And

stated there is a whole lot of difference between the Albuquerque

Convention Center and what we have here.

Mayor Montgomery indicated that they may not be able to meet
their needs but would prompt a phone call so they could explain
what they can and can' t do which otherwise they would not even
get.

Commissioner Torres stated that Mayor Darr was one of the best

Mayors and citizens that ever lived in T or C, and had his heart set

on the name.

Commissioner Stagner stated he is kinda going along with the
convention because that name... just the one word does signify
different than a civic center does, and that he is leaning that way.

Mayor Montgomery stated they will put this back on the agenda for
their next meeting to continue discussion.

LEASE FOR City Manager Aguilera stated they were provided with a proposal
SPACEPORT: from Mr. Landeene from the Spaceport.   And indicated over the

last several weeks they have been looking at several different
options for what they want to do, and they have looked at the old
fire station and like the location for what they want to do.

He stated they would like a financial arrangement with the City in
which the City would donate the use of the building, and the City
would obligate itself to spend up to $ 350,000 for in-kind, and in

money to renovate the building, and the Spaceport would spend a
minimum of$ 100, 000 to renovate the building.

City Manager Aguilera stated it would take about  $ 200,000 to

renovate the building, and his recommendation' is that it should be
more of a 50150 split, and that perhaps they look at the Rocky' s
building as it has more parking.

He stated that Mr. Steve Landeene and Mr. Chad Rabon are in the

audience,  and they came before the Commission to make a
presentation,  and indicated they would be having a meeting
tomorrow morning with the Spaceport Community Council, and
explained the community council is intended to bring in the
residents of Truth or Consequences and Sierra County into the
planning process.

Mr.  Landeene stated that the old fire hall location where it is

situated next to the park overlooking the pond creates this
Spaceport America Cafe.  He stated the vision they have is to put
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this into a cafd which really solidifies them with an attraction
before the attraction, and that the Spaceport would be built over the

next couple of year' s, and they do not want to wait to get the
tourism flow started.

He stated they envision a facility similar to a Starbucks with a very
light menu to attract these folks to come in and learn about, and

they will have LCD and high tech type experience, and as far as the
menu it would be a very light menu.

Mr. Landeene stated they have engaged a company and is creating
a mobile unit concept to develop the experience and content and
that when they come into the cafd there will be a lot of content
experience such as El Camino Real... the history and heritage of the
area as well as what is going on at the Spaceport.  He indicated it is
not they are just going to dust the building off, fix the roof, and
give it a spit shine, and stated what they need to do is a major
renovation, and they believe it will be far greater than the cost that
is proposed in the letter, and that' s why it is a minimum from the
Spaceport of the $ 100, 000, and explained how they would renovate
the building, and that it would be a wonderful addition to the
downtown area and help the businesses in the downtown area as
well as provide this high experience place.

He stated this investment would be retained by the City, and that it
is a partnership to get this up... an added asset that would be put to

use vs. sitting idle, and stated that is the vision they have for it, and
that they have a lot of work to do and need input from the
City... does this fit the makeup in what the City is looking to do,
and indicated that is what they are trying to do and start
this... tourism early, and so they need to get started on some type of
location now.

Mayor Montgomery asked if they envisioned would be the
welcome center,  and Mr.  Landeene replied,  " no",  or are you

envisioning this would be the stop gap, and then a different visitor' s
center will be built later.

Mr. Landeene replied he envisioned that there will be two, and that

is why it is Spaceport America Cafd... in the interim it is going to
serve a dual purpose, and will always serve that purpose in the
downtown area and it will have welcome center type features with

gift shop information,  and there will also be another welcome
center that will be a much larger facility envisioned to be an
attached hotel and restaurant at another location that they have yet
to define.

He stated he learned about a large facility at the Airport which is a
hangar, and went out and looked at that, and that they have some
educational programs they believe they can make use of that hangar
facility.

Mayor Montgomery stated the money that was earmarked for the
two visitor' s centers for T or C and Hatch... are they envisioning

using that money to build the new welcome center... the final

welcome center.

Mr. Landeene— yes that' s correct.

Mayor Montgomery — so this $ 100, 000 or up, or a minimum of the
100, 000 does it come out of that million dollars.
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Mr. Landeene— no.

Mayor Montgomery— okay.

Mr. Landeene — that is not the intention... the intention that this is

going to be an additional investment... because it' s a different

building... it' s not... the  $ 500,000 for each welcome center was

designated for those intended to be the final welcome centers... so

this is intended to be an additional investment from the Spaceport

into the community.

Mayor Montgomery — And does that million dollars split equally
between Hatch and T or C... 500 and 500.

Mr. Landeene— that' s correct... that is the way the resolutions read.

Mayor Montgomery — so the $ 500,000 that is sitting there... that' s

not gonna go very far for building a building.

Mr.  Landeene — that' s absolutely right,  that' s a different fund
raising initiative... how are they going to build these welcome
centers.

Mayor Montgomery — asked if there was anyway to use part of that
500,000 for the renovation of this building... instead of or in

addition to what they are asking the City to do.

Mr. Landeene — well my intention was to leave that $ 500, 000 with

the main building because otherwise they... but certainly those
monies could be... but they are proposing that this was in addition
to the $ 500, 000.

Commissioner Renfro — Jay I' m looking at this as sort of a private
business... how does it not fit the anti- donation clause.

City Attorney Rubin  —  well that' s the question they have to
discuss... I mean the point is that they are prohibited for actually
making donations to private businesses.  If they were to draw up a
contract what consideration would the City is getting for this.

Mr. Landeene — the City owns the building and so the economic
activity that is now generated from this activity is the return for the
City... both in terms of economic activity from things coming in as
well as the fact that the City owns this building, and now this
building is going to turn into a building that... you tell me what that

price to sell that building would be is not much, now there going to
turn into a highly valued asset that would be worth a significant
amount of money that the City dollars are actually being leveraged,
but the Spaceport does not own the building... the City owns the
building, so there is no donation necessarily... it' s an investment in

a building that the City owns and will continue to own and reap
those future rewards.

City Attorney Rubin — I think I need to look at that a little more

closely.

Commissioner Torres stated he does not think the City has the
money right now to speculate with.

Commissioner Renfro stated they had a budget hearing and she
thought they were all in agreement that they really didn' t have any
money to spend, and she does not see it' s money they have to
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spend... personally her opinion she doesn' t feel they have that kind
of money.

Commissioner Green stated what he would like to suggest for

consideration... to hold half a million dollars in abeyance for a

project that is going to be down the road when no one knows when
it' s going to start to be built and what the real dollars are going to
be in the years to come is a little bit of pie in the sky.   And

stated... Don' t you think that releasing the half million dollars to T
or C-Iet-to begin construction of what is going to be a temporary
visitors center, and that they would get more return for their money
in the near future than sitting on money that they don' t know the
value of that money is going to buy in the long term.

He stated used the word jointly and partnerships, and has to agree
with some of the comments that have been made that $ 350, 000

minimum and $ 100, 000 minimum is not jointly partnership, and the
City is putting up the biggest part of the investment... and stated he

certainly wants to see this succeed and see more people walking the
streets of Truth or Consequences, but the way they have positioned
this visitors center with an internet coffee shop and food it becomes
its own destination, and also asked if the State operates it even on a
franchise does the State charge sales tax... on products and services

that they deliver,  and what he is concerned about... are they

creating an environment where Truth or Consequences is not going
to get any gross receipts tax what so ever because it basically is
owned and managed by the State even though they might have a
third party involved, and would also like to know the hours of
operation.

Mr. Landeene - the first issue... using that 500k now... the issue is

that they are at a position where the Spaceport is due to be
complete in mid to late 2010 so for the full welcome center is going
to take longer construction duration... so the money to be spent is
going to be spent very quickly beginning that process,  and

indicated they have to start engaging what this welcome center is
because it needs to be in play by mid to late 2010... so they don' t
have much time, so that $ 500, 000 has got to start being engaged in
the land acquisition.

Mayor Montgomery stated she is a little disappointed in hearing the
concept of the new... big welcome centers is going to have a hotel
and these other things attached to it because it was very clear at the
beginning that she really wanted the visitor' s center for the
Spaceport America to be downtown T or C, and so if they don' t
have the room for that in downtown T or C then they need to
supplement something else downtown T or C to bring people into
the community.

She stated the thought of having a visitors center in the central
location of downtown T or C needs to be such that they are not

competing with the restaurants because her vision was the same as
Steve' s is that they would take people to that building, and then had
the ability to walk to the shops and restaurants, and to stay in
downtown T or C... the ultimate goal was... yes then the bus would

pick them up at that location downtown T or C and take them out to
the Spaceport and bring them back to downtown T or C.  And that

has been her vision all along, and guesses she is going to have to
wrap around her hands around something different because she
needs... and her promise was to do something for the downtown
area to bring business to the downtown areas, and she thinks they
have a long way to go to determine where this needs to be and what
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it needs to be structured like.

Commissioner Stagner stated he agrees with the Mayor, and that

was his idea of the welcome center... downtown T or C and same

kind of concept.  He stated it needs to be a 50150 deal, and stated

their side needs to come up with 50% even though the City is going
to throw in the building.

Mayor Montgomery stated this is a good starting point, and doesn' t
think there is a question that they want the visitor' s center in that
downtown location.  And stated they need to figure out what is best
for the community and the businesses, and what the City can and
cannot afford, and that they need to be realistic, and feels this was
an excellent starting discussion.

Commissioner Renfro stated once again she need to stress that it is

very important that the City Attorney be included in discussions so
that they are not violating the anti- donation clause, and until that is
done, and can sit there and tell them that it is okay, and that they
are not violating the anti- donation indicated she is not going to be
taking action, or saying she is for or against anything because that
is her main concern.

Mayor Montgomery asked... how is the NMSA created... was it

created by statute.

Mr. Landeene— by statute.

Mayor Montgomery — okay so it is governmental entity, so that
needs to be taken into consideration when they are looking at it,
and indicated it' s not them going into a partnership with a private
business.

Commissioner Torres stated they have a wish list... we need a

hospital,  a new senior center,  a new municipal... do they need
another project.

Mayor Montgomery stated she can' t envision them not having a
visitor' s center for the Spaceport, and that they will do what is
appropriate at the right time.

Mayor Montgomery stated they will place this on the agenda for
their 1 st January meeting and see where they are at.

City Manager Aguilera stated one of the first questions that he
asked of Mr. Rabon, and stated he is concerned about the anti-

donation clause and how this is going to work... and tell me what

kind of agency you are, and he indicated they were a State agency,
and so that took care of that issue, however one of the things that

complicates that is the idea of a private operator in the building
later on.  And indicated they have an agreement... it' s sanctioned by
the State because its an inter-agency issue, but then after the fact
they then rent it out to a private operator who does the cafe... that

seems to be a complication with this anti-donation clause.

He stated right now they do not have a cafe in town per say... if it' s

more than a cafe... if its restaurants and this is what Commissioner

Green was eluding to but more specifically... he would hate to put

City and State money into a business that is going to compete
directly with private industry, and that is something that needs to be
thought about is to how do they not compete with private
restaurants who have their own over head... who have by the sweat
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of their brow type of business going as opposed to someone who is
being somewhat subsidized by State and City money.

RESOLUTION City Manager Aguilera stated during the Airport Board meeting
22- 08/ 09:       they discussed re- naming Airport Road to Shooting Star Road, and

they have provided the rationale as to why they selected that name,
and the recommendation is for approval to re- name the road.

Commissioner Renfro moved adoption of Resolution # 22- 08/ 09

re-naming Airport Road to Shooting Star Road."

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

RESOLUTION City Manager Aguilera stated that the Boys and Girls Club is now
23- 08/ 09:       chartered and in operation.

He stated part of their job is to look for funding from different
sources and one of the sources they have identified is this particular
Title V process, and they are in the process for applying and would
like a letter of support, and wanted the City to be their fiscal agent
for them, and he put this in a form of a resolution which indicates

that the City would agree to be the fiscal agent, and that they
support their application for funds to reduce delinquency, and that
there is a 50% match, but made it clear to them that the City is not
going to put in anymore money than they already had which is
paying their utilities,  and recommendation is approval of the

resolution.

Commissioner Stagner moved approval of Resolution# 23- 08/ 09."
I
i

Seconded by Commissioners Torres/ Green.
Motion carried unanimously.

OLD BUSINESS:     None.

REPORTS:      CITY MANAGER—

City Manager Aguilera reported that there were 5 architectural
firms that submitted applications to design the pool and for
recreation purpose for the loan.  He provided the recreation board

members copies of the application' s and asked that they review

them, rate them and select the top 2- 3, and be interviewed by the
recreation board,  and then make a recommendation to the City
Commission.

He explained that process is normally done by staff and he felt the
board should be involved, and indicated they will meet on the I I`

h

to make a decision on the top 2 or 3, and have their regular meeting
in January in which they will make their recommendation to the
City Commission.

City Manager Aguilera stated they have new carpet at the Civic
Center.

CITY ATTORNEY—

City Attorney Rubin stated he would like to elaborate about a
comment made earlier.   He stated because they are in litigation

involving the Hot Springs Land Development he advised the
Commission tonight not to make comments either during public
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comments or outside the public forum regarding that case or any
issues involved in that case, and because he is giving them that
advice, and would extend that he would not want them to respond

to public comments regarding any issues... Hot Springs Land

Development issues.

He stated he is more concerned on the fact that he would not want

the presiding judge to learn that they are allowing public comments
on these issues.

COMMISSIONERS—

Commissioner Stagner— No report.

Commissioner Green stated two events happened in the last week

and would like to acknowledge those events.  And mentioned the

Healing Waters Trail and the pancake breakfast at the Rotary Park,
and thanked Gina Kelley who is the chair of that steering
committee, Sierra Club, Sierra Soil & Water, and stated Bullock' s

donated all the food, and staff for cleaning up the park, and would
also like to thank all the volunteers.

He also mentioned the Jazz Concert that was held... Sophia Perron

Susan Lowe, and that they had Cindy Blackman Quartet, and
stated she is probably the best female drummer in the world, and
that she was unbelievable,  and that it was a phenomenal

performance for Truth or Consequences,  and thanked everyone

who was responsible for getting that group here.

Commissioner Torres— No report.

Commissioner Renfro— No report.

Mayor Montgomery— No report.

City Attorney Rubin just wanted to make it clear that there would
be no meeting December 23`

d.  

And Mayor Montgomery stated our
next meeting would be January 13`

n

EXECUTIVE None.

SESSION:

ADJOURNMENT:   There being no further business to come before the Commission the
meeting was adjourned.

7 APPROVAL:   PASSED AND APPROVED this day of
Tl

200,8,7 on motion duly made by
Commissioner seconded by
Commissioner and carried.

LORI S. MONT OMERY

MAYOR

ATTEST:

MARY   . PE     - R, CITY CLERK
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